Musical mnemonics have a long and diverse history of popular use. In addition, music processing in general is often considered spared by the neurodegenerative effects of Alzheimer's disease (AD). Research examining these two phenomena is limited, and no work to our knowledge has explored the effectiveness of musical mnemonics in AD. The present study sought to investigate the effect of music at encoding on the subsequent recognition of associated verbal information. Lyrics of unfamiliar children's songs were presented bimodally at encoding, and visual stimuli were accompanied by either a sung or a spoken recording. Patients with AD demonstrated better recognition accuracy for the sung lyrics than the spoken lyrics, while healthy older adults showed no significant difference between the two conditions. We propose two possible explanations for these findings: first, that the brain areas subserving music processing may be preferentially spared by AD, allowing a more holistic encoding that facilitates recognition, and second, that music heightens arousal in patients with AD, allowing better attention and improved memory.
Introduction
Alzheimer's disease (AD), the most common form of dementia, is characterized by a general, progressive decline in cognitive function that typically presents first as impaired episodic memory. The onset and rate of this decline tends to vary across cognitive domains, and some functions may be preferentially spared in patients with AD. Many patients, families, and caregivers consider music -or the ability to play, remember, learn, or otherwise benefit from a song -one of these rare cases in which general skill and memory are preserved in spite of otherwise severe overall impairment. The subjective reports of preserved musical processing are not limited to procedural memory, and often include stories of music used as an effective mnemonic device. For example, the daughter of an AD patient known to the authors described successfully teaching her father current events by singing news stories to the tune of popular songs (personal communication, N.R.S.). Despite the widespread informal use of music as a memory enhancer in both patient and general populations, such anecdotal reports have not received adequate empirical investigation.
Research et al., 2003) . In a review of the literature on musical memory in AD, Baird and Samson (2009) suggest that perhaps procedural memory and priming effects for musical stimuli remain intact, whereas short-term and long-term episodic memory for melodic excerpts is impaired. In addition to these empirical findings, many anecdotal accounts describe moments of extreme lucidity in patients with severe AD, often expressed as an "awakening", in response to autobiographically salient songs (e.g. Hayden, 2007) . These accounts are supported by controlled group studies showing a benefit of listening to music on autobiographical memory recall (Foster & Valentine, 2001; Irish et al., 2006) and performance on tests of cognitive function (Thompson, Moulin, Hayre, & Jones, 2005) . One possible explanation for preserved musical processing in patients with AD is that the areas of the brain associated with music cognition are preferentially spared in AD (Limb, 2006; Thompson et al., 2003) . Any latent benefit of musical mnemonics may thus become more apparent in patients with AD, for whom standard mnemonic methods are insufficient.
To our knowledge, no work has directly examined the memoryenhancing effects of music for associated information in patients with AD. Additionally, the literature on musical mnemonics in healthy populations presents an equivocal assessment of the role of music as a memory aid. Some studies show improved recall of
